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CHECK OUT THE OUTCOMES OF
WELCOMM 2 EXPLORE EUROPE!

WelComm 2 Explore Europe has developed a set of informative
and educational language products aimed at helping children from
migrant or bilingual background learn more about the language,
history and culture of the country they live in. The products provide
different forms of communication or expression: board game, comic
books, short videos. All three products are uniquely and separately
developed for the partner countries involved in the project – The
Netherlands, Bulgaria, Romania, Spain, Belgium and the UK, and they
are developed in the respective national language (Dutch, Bulgarian,
Romanian, Spanish, French and English).
The products are available in a tangible form and spread among
professional and volunteers working with bilingual and/or migrant
children as well as children interested in learning one of the target
languages.
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WELCOMM 2
EXPLORE
BOARD GAME
The project has developed 5 board
games called “Explore…” which create
and upgrade language skills and cultural
knowledge about The Netherlands,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Spain, Transylvania
region in Romania, and Kent County in UK.
There is one board game for each of the
countries available in the respective local
language. The games include activities
through questions and challenges
which aim to stimulate children learn
more about their country, the language
and culture. The game topics are Art/
literature/ culture/ sports, History, Food,
Famous people and Nature/ landscapes/
monuments/ architecture.

COMIC BOOKS
A series of 6 comics has been developed
with the active participation of children
aged 6-12 across the six partner countries.
Each comic strip represents a story based
on a local tradition, saga or myth from one
of the countries, adapted and told by the
children themselves through drawings.
Professional artists then used the
children’s comic strips to design original
drawings.
The stories in the books can be used both
as tools for teaching language and culture
but educators can also use the practical
approach of co-creation as a different
way of engaging children in the learning
process by exploring both local cultural
heritage and the world of comics and
graphic novels.
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EXPERIENCE
VIDEOS
There is a series of 19 educational
experience videos showing different
stories, landmarks and traditions from the
6 partner countries. 3 videos are available
for each country in the respective
national language (4 for The Netherlands
in Dutch), in which children participate
in the development of the scenarios as
the main actors. The short films present
different situations/stories of children’s
shared experience related to the cultural
heritage.
As a follow-up of the videos there is a
set of language games available on the
project website for the purposes of
testing acquired knowledge.

GUIDELINES FOR
EDUCATORS
The developed Guidelines for educators
present the methodology and principles
behind the products of WelComm 2
Explore Europe, the content of the
separate elements as well as instructions
for (volunteer) language educators for
using them with learners. The Guidelines
are available in English, Dutch, Bulgarian,
Spanish, French and Romanian.
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For more information on the project, please visit www.welcomm-project.com,
or contact the project partners.

This project has been funded with support from the
European Commission. This publication reflects the
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information contained therein.

